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u-profile page  4

with a slot of 6 mm

+ accessories

alu rail page  8

with a slot of 6 mm

+ accessories

alu rail - reversible page 13

with a slot of 6 mm

+ accessories

ceiling rail system
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

06.10 600

u-profile

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

1.00 white

14.19 anthracite

17.14 alu look

powdered

Available colors u-profile:

6mm

15mm

1
0
m
m

976-842

“knicki-rapid” - glider with pleat hook

for 6 mm - rails with a run of

5,6 mm till 6,3 mm

To turn in and turn off at any point

of the rail run without notching !

100 pieces

in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

976-261

“klemmi-rapid” - glider with clip

for 6 mm - rails with a run of

5,6 mm till 6,3 mm

To turn in and turn off at any point

of the rail run without notching !

100 pieces

in a bag
-

1000 pieces

in a box

978-6

“ösi-rapid” - glider

for c-hooks and c-pleat-hooks,

for 6 mm - rails with a run of

5,8 mm till 6,3 mm

To turn in and turn off at any point

of the rail run without notching !

100 pieces

in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

ceiling rail system

u-profile

with a slot of 6 mm width
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942

pleat glider moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces

in a box

946

flinging glider

100 pieces in a bag
-

1000 pieces

in a box

926

pleat glider moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

967

pleat glider moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

969

universal glider in line á 10 pieces

500 pieces

in a box

982

pleat glider

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

ceiling rail system

accessories for u-profile

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

918

inter stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

918LG

end stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2000 pieces

in a box

20 SG 40

loop glider for 40 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20 SG 50

loop glider for 50 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20 SG 70

loop glider for 70 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20 USG 5
universal loop glider with a slit

and an eye for a flinging rod or flinging cord

for 50 mm-  loops

0.10 white nature

17.16 chrome matt

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

112
universal stopper, white

Useable for all common alu rail profiles 4 mm

and 6 mm with a slot of 3,8 mm till 6,3 mm.

• very easy to screw in

• flexible material

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

ceiling rail system

accessories for u-profile

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

910

glider with eye

100 pieces in a bag
-

1000 pieces

in a box

490

drawing glider

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

920

glider with eye

turnable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

923

stopper with fine thread

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

909

glider with eye

in line á 10 pieces

500 pieces

in a box

113

universal stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

115-6

flat stopper for 6 mm runs

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

ceiling rail system

u-profile

with a slot of 6 mm width

accessories
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

04-3AL 600

alu rail with 3 runs

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

04-2AL 600

alu rail with 2 runs

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

04-4AL 600

alu rail with 4 runs

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

04-5AL 600

alu rail with 5 runs

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

1.10 white lacquer

70.31 alu anodized

Available colors alu rail:

5,6 mm14
,6
 m
m

39,3 mm

5,6 mm14
,6
 m
m

57,3 mm

5,6 mm14
,6
 m
m

75,4 mm

5,6 mm14
,6
 m
m

93,3 mm

ceiling rail system

alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

04-C23

ceiling clip for fixing,

for alu rails with 2 and 3 runs

20 pieces

in a box

04-C45

ceiling clip for fixing,

for alu rails with 4 and 5 runs

20 pieces

in a box

04-EK

caps left and right,

for alu rails with 2 till 5 runs,

with breakable elements

available in 1.00 white and 2.35 grey

1 pair in a bag

-

10 pairs

in a box

04-VB23

connector

for alu rails with 2 und 3 runs

10 pieces

in a box

04-VB45

connector

for alu rails with 4 and 5 runs

10 pieces

in a box

ceiling rail system

accessories for alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

942

pleat glider, moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces
in a box

946

flinging glider

100 pieces in a bag
-

1000 pieces
in a box

910

glider with eye

100 pieces in a bag
-

1000 pieces
in a box

909

glider with eye

in line of 10 pieces

100 pieces in a bag
-

500 pieces
in a box

920

glider with eye, turnable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces
in a box

926
pleat glider, moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces
in a box

918

inter stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces
in a box

923

stopper with fine thread

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces
in a box

967

pleat glider, moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces
in a box

908

stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces
in a box

ceiling rail system

accessories for alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

976-842

“knicki-rapid”

glider with pleat hook, to turn in

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

996
“knicki”-object-roller

very stable roller for object rails

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

998
“ösi”-object roller for c-hooks,

very stable roller for object rails

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

601PO

curtain hook made of PE

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces

in a box

601AC

curtain hook

made of POM

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces

in a box

20SG 40

loop glider for 40 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20SG 50

loop glider for 50 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20SG 70

loop glider for 70 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

605

curtain double hook

100 pieces in a bag
-

5000 pieces

in a box

112
universal stopper,white
Useable for all common alu rail-profiles 4 mm and

6 mm with a slot of 3,8 mm till 6,3 mm.

• very easy to screw in

• flexible material

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

For aluminium- and plastic-panels with accessories for Japanese Curtains

please have a look at our catalogue category “PANEL CURTAIN SYSTEM”.

ceiling rail system

accessories for alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

05-34AL 600

reversible alu rail with 3 and 4 runs

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m, white lacquered

(ceiling fixing with screws)

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

05-EK34

caps left and right, white,

for reversible alu rail with 3 and 4 runs

1 pair in a bag

-

10 pairs

in a box

05-VB

connector

for reversible alu rail

10 pieces

in a box

05-12AL 600

reversible alu rail with 1 and 2 runs

with a slot of 6 mm width

length: 6 m, white lacquered

(ceiling fixing with screws)

5 pieces

in a bundle

=

30 meter

05-EK12

caps, white,

for reversible alu rail with 1 and 2 runs

2 pieces in a bag

-

20 pieces

in a box

6 mm

6 mm

7
,5
 m

m

86,6 mm

6 mm

6 mm

7
 m

m

35 mm

ceiling rail system

reversible alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

942

pleat glider, moveable

100 pieces in a bag

-

5000 pieces

in a box

946

flinging glider

100 pieces in a bag
-

1000 pieces

in a box

910

glider with eye

100 pieces in a bag
-

1000 pieces

in a box

909

glider with eye

in line of 10 pieces

100 pieces in a bag

-

500 pieces

in a box

920

glider with eye, turnable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

967

pleat glider, moveable

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

918

inter stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

619

inter stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

969
universal glider 

in line of 10 pieces

100 pieces in a bag
-

500 pieces

in a box

115-6

flat stopper

100 pieces in a bag
-

2500 pieces

in a box

ceiling rail system

accessories for reversible alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width
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article
article-no.

description
dispatch unit

976-842

“knicki-rapid”

glider with pleat hook, to turn in

100 pieces in a bag

-

2500 pieces

in a box

601PO

curtain hook made of PE

100 pieces in a bag

-

5000 pieces

in a box

601AC

curtain hook

made of POM

100 pieces in a bag

-

5000 pieces

in a box

20SG 40
loop glider for 40 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20SG 50
loop glider for 50 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

20SG 70
loop glider for 70 mm - loops

10 pieces in a bag
-

100 pieces

in a box

605

curtain double hook

100 pieces in a bag

-

5000 pieces

in a box

978-6

“ösi-rapid”

glider to turn in, for c-hooks

100 pieces in a bag

-

2500 pieces

in a box

926

pleat glider, moveable

100 pieces in a bag

-

2500 pieces

in a box

112
universal stopper, white
Useable for all common alu rail-profiles 4 mm and

6 mm with a slot of 3,8 mm till 6,3 mm.

• very easy to screw in

• flexible material

100 pieces in a bag

-

2500 pieces

in a box

For aluminium- and plastic-panels with accessories for Japanese Curtains

please have a look at our catalogue category “PANEL CURTAIN SYSTEM”.

ceiling rail system

accessories for reversible alu rail

with a slot of 6 mm width




